
DIRECTIONAL GRINDING HARDNESS IN DIAMOND:
A FURTHER STUDY*

RovNor.os M. DoNNrNc, (Init:ersity of Michigan, Amn Arbor, Michigan.

Assrnacr

Additional results of measurements of directional relative grinding hardness of single
crystal diamonds are given for selected planes. The dependence of relative grinding hard-
ness of a given direction upon the position of the plane being ground is illustrated. The re-
lation of grinding hardness to class symmetry is discussed.

rn a previous paperl the results of the measurement of the relative
grinding hardness in oriented planes on single crystal diamonds have been
considered. The present paper deals with results of further work in five
additional planes.

The experimental technique of the measurement of relative grinding
hardness in single crystals has been briefly described in the above-men-
tioned paper. Essentially a grinding constant, K, the volume of material
removed per unit t ime per unit thrust on a conventional diamond cutter's
wheel' was determined simultaneously on two separate crystals for a
reference direction and the direction under investigation. The relative
grinding hardness is the ratio of the grinding constant of the specified
direction with respect to that of the reference direction. rn all cases the
reference direction used was [100] in (001). rn the present tests thrusts of
two kilograms were maintained on the stones. The areas of the ground
facets were between one-half and two square mill imeters.

rn zone [010] measurements on planes 5o and 3go from the cube plane
are given. The zero azimuth for grinding d.irections in these planes is a
direction toward the cube. For the plane 5o from the cube (Fig. 1), the
maxima and minima are located as in the cube. rt wil l be noted that the
minimum at zero degrees represents a very hard direction, but that the
minima at 90" and 180" represent relatively soft directions. rt can be
seen from the great changes in the magnitude of the zero degree minimum
on this plane as compared with the cube that a very small orientation
error on the cube may produce a large change in the relative grinding
hardness so that unless a cube plane be oriented with high accuracy (a
few minutes of arc) the characteristic four-fold symmetry of the hardness
vectors on the cube wil l not be observed.

rf it is assumed that the relative grinding hardness variation with re-
* contribution from the Department of Mineralogy and petrographl,, university of

Michigan, No. 187.
1 Denning, Reynoids M , Directionar grinding hardness in diamond: Am. Minera.r., 3g,

108-117 (1953).
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Frc.  1.  Zone [010]  5 ' f rom cube.

when the cube is being ground. Unfortunately, the difierence lies at about

the limit of accuracy of measurement so that this relation may not be

2 lbid., Figure 4.

A2IMUTH

Frc.2. Zone [010] 38' from cube
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Frc. 3. Zone [101] 5" from dodecahedron.

is shifted 90o with respect to other planes in the zone [010].) rn the plane
38o from the cube, the hardness minimum is rather broad, covering two
45o sectors. From the shape of this curve it can be seen that small orien-
tation errors of (101) are not serious in the determination of the hardness
curve of the dodecahedron, provided that the plane being measured ac-
curately l ies in zone [010]. That such is not the case if the plane measured
does not accurately contain the [010] direction is illustrated by consider-
ing the next plane.

If a plane in zone [101], 5' from the dodecahedron, be ground in a
series of azimuths and the results plotted, a curve such as that of Fig. 3
is obtained. The zero of azimuth toward the dodecahedron is common to
all of the curves for the zone [101] (including the dod.ecadehron, Fig. 4,
in the previous paper). A very broad maximum of over 1g0o is apparent.
Experimental difficulties prohibited any reliable measurements in this
sector. Probably the minimum of 0.9 at 30o is real, although the deviation
from unit hardness here is of the same order of magnitude as the uncer-
tainty of the measurements. From this curve it can be seen that a plane
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Fre. 4. Zone [T01] 7+' from octahedron.
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accurately oriented in zone lTOt] Uut otherwise differing from the dodec-

ahedron by a small angle will produce a large error of hardness measure-

ments with respect to those obtained on a true dodecadehron. This error

chiefly occurs in azimuths from 90o to 270".

Figure 4 represents the relative grinding hardness on a plane in zone

tfOfl, Z+'from the octahedron (27f;o fuom dodecahedron)' The direction

io*ard th. dodecahedron is most readily cut. The direction toward the

octahedron is very hard. The maximum hardness seems to lie at an

azimuth of 135o, aithough satisfactory measurements were not obtained

in the sector from 1000 to 2600. From this curve it can be seen that a

Frc. 5. Zone UTO] 15'from cube.

plane accurately oriented, located in zone [tOt] Uut otherwise not ac-

curately located on the octahedron, would show a hardness minimum

toward the nearest dodecahedron.
In the remaining important zone, [1I0], a plane 15o from the cube was

studied. The resulting curve is plotted in Fig. 5 with the zeto azimuth

taken as a direction toward (111). The maximum at 0o is quite low' This

An attempt was made to obtain a curve on a plane 48o from the cube

(8!" from ttre octahedron), but the results were not consistent enough to

warrant plotting a curve. This plane possesses a very high grinding hard-

ness in a direction toward the octahedron and a lower hardness toward

the cube.
So far the variation of hardness along a series of azimuths for each
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T,lsrn 1. DBpeNorNcr or GntmorNc H.q.nnNnss rN CrnrarN Drnrcrtoxs upol,r
rgr OnrrNtarroN or.TrrE GnrNnrxc pr,axn

Preliminary Data
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plane has been considered. rt can be seen from the data presented that
for a given linear direction of grinding, the relative grinding hardness is
dependent upon the orientation of the plane being ground.

3 Bergheimer, H., Die Schleifhiirte des Diamanten und seine struktur: Neues Jahrb.
Min., Geol. und, Pa1.,74,318-332 (193$.

Kraus, E. H., and Slawson, c.8., variations of the hardness of the diamond: lrz.
Mineral., 24, 66147 8 (1939).

Slawson, c. B ', and cohn [sic], J. A., Maximum hardness vectors in the diamond : Izd.
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wilks, Eileen M., An interferometric investigation of the abrasion hardness properties
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tive grinding hardness value obtained is dependent upon the position of

the "(h}l)" surface on which the hardness measurements are made' The

dependence of the position of the ground surface along a linear direction

is much more striking in more generally located linear directions. Table 1

il lustrates, by way of preliminary data, this interdependence.

The linear grinding direction is expressed in S and p values. AIso the

sense of the grinding is defined by these coordinates. It is assumed that

the upper portion of the crystai is being ground. The plane in which the

grinding direction l ies is indicated by the conventional d and p of two-

circle goniometry. Thus a grinding direction of 6:90, p:95, indicates

that the grinding is toward the front of the crystal, while 6:270, p:85,

indicates that the grinding is toward the rear of the crystal. Only one

direction of a kind is specified, inasmuch as the duplication of these ac-

cording to the hexoctahedral symmetry would unnecessarily lengthen the

table.
rn grinding direction 6:0, p:90, i 'e' [010], it wil l be noted that there

is a small gradual increase in hardness as the plane is changed from (001)

to (101). The low value for the plane of p:38o seems rather out of place'

More detailed work is planned for this easy grinding direction' For a

grinding d'irection 6--90, p:95, the plane (010) shows a somewhat

greater hardness over the (/z0l) plane. However, here an interpolation

between 0" and 10o is involved, and the effect may not be significant. For

grinding direction 6:27o, p:85, the relative grinding hardness is much

greater on the ,,(hal),,than on (010). Similar relations hold for the last

four grinding directions in the table.
Thus it can be seen that the position of a plane being ground may pro-

Ioundly affect the grinding hardness of a given grinding direction, espe-

cially in the more general directions, i.e., those that do not bear special

relations to the symmetry directions of the crystal. consequently, bond

strength components in the grinding direction can not by themselves

explain all of the observed variations of directional relative grinding

hardness.
It wil l be noted that grinding hardness curves on diamond are indica-

tive of the crystal symmetry. Surfaces accurately located normal to

planes of symmetry show in the curves a line of reflection symmetry

paratlel to the trace of the symmetry plane. If a rotation symmetry axis

is normal to the surface being ground, then a point of rotational symmetry

is observed in the hardness curve. In the case of diamond, hardness

measurements indicate hexoctahedral symmetry.

This investigation was carried out as a part of the Crystal Hardness

program sponsored by the office of Naval Research. The diamonds used

were contributed by Industrial Distributors (1946) Ltd. of Johannesburg'

ManustriPt receitted Mar' 1, 1954'


